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SERVICE

Our Data Scientists proactively 
produce actionable attribution 

data that can be used to 
optimize your campaigns. 



OVERVIEW – YOU AND YOUR ATTRIBUTION DATA SCIENTIST
The Insights Service is designed to help you find actionable data to 
optimize your marketing campaigns. Industry-leading best practices 
and proven methodologies will be applied to extract statistically 
significant optimization recommendations. With the Insights Service, 
you can rely on a LeadsRx Attribution Data Scientist to review your 
data period over period and provide consistent CMO-level analysis.

The goal is to spark more insights and improve the efficiency and performance of 
marketing and advertising campaigns across all channels. An Attribution Data Scientist 
digs into your attribution data and, in turn, develops a marketing attribution game plan with 
actionable insights designed to maximize your return on ad spend (ROAS). The LeadsRx 
Insights Service applies marketing attribution methodologies, media mix modeling, and 
statistical methods to help you bolster your marketing campaigns and optimize your  
ad spend.

Optimization recommendations are derived from the review of 
all marketing channels, detailed touchpoints, conversions, web 
analytics, and by focusing on which programs are top-revenue 
generators – and pulling back on programs that are not being 
fruitful. For example, a LeadsRx Insights Report can show which 
day of the week delivers the strongest ROAS from radio advertising 
to build awareness and, ultimately, sales.

The goal of your dedicated Attribution Data Scientist is to provide 
the analysis you need, for you, each and every month. You don’t 
understand what the attribution reports mean? You don’t need to. 
Your Data Scientist explains it all for you. And based on the insights 
from the report, you are now empowered to make adjustments – 
spend more here, pull back spend there, drop what’s not working 
altogether – and make the most of your ad dollars.

We review your data and provide 
CMO-level analysis. 
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A CASE STUDY – AN AGENCY USES ATTRIBUTION TO IMPACT A CLIENT’S BOTTOM LINE 
Here’s a real live LeadsRx small business customer case study that shows what can happen after attribution insights are examined: 
An Attribution Data Scientist reported out to the marketing agency with whom the customer worked, and the agency then acted on 
those insights with adjustments to its client’s marketing campaign. The company spent less (ad spend dropped $9,500) to earn more 
(revenue increased $16,000) from August to September 2019. ROAS improved nearly 60% and revenue grew by more than 25%.

By targeting the right advertising channels based on attribution, the agency was able to deliver outstanding results for its client. Some 
key takeaways that come from monthly attribution reports, delivered by your Attribution Data Scientist:

• It is important to measure 100% of touchpoints across all channels, or as close to 100% as possible – otherwise you can’t optimize 
between them.

• ROAS, with actual expenses and revenue, is key to understanding the holistic view of how channels interplay with each other.

• Attribution insights uncover opportunities to adjust ad spend, allocation, content, and messaging – to maximize ROAS and revenue. 
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FEATURES
Insights includes a CMO-level  
attribution report looking at the  
trailing period dataset, highlighting  
insights and suggested ad optimization  
changes. The co-branded monthly  
report includes:

• An executive summary

• Review by different attribution models

• A drill-down into top touchpoints

• Analysis of conversion attribution

• Trend analysis

• Segmentation reporting by day, hour, and/or week

• A complete ROAS review

• Conclusions and suggestions for next steps

BENEFITS
Your LeadsRx Attribution Specialist  
handles your attribution reporting  
for you – so that you can focus on 
effectuating changes.  
Key benefits help you:

• Be an attribution expert

• Deliver the key insights to the C-suite

• Provide flexible modeling for your industry

• Focus on highest-impact campaigns

• Achieve more conversions per dollar

• Identify winning and losing trends

• Find winning targeting combinations

• Track the most important segments

• Improve ROAS

• Focus on execution, not analysis

TIMELINES AND EXECUTION
Insights can begin 4 weeks after your attribution model has been effectively established as a result of the onboarding process. Once 
fully onboard, you will be introduced to your Attribution Data Scientist, who will review your account and schedule an initial Insights 
delivery session.


